CrewHotspot
Stay connected when
you’re away from home

CrewConnect Suite
TM

High-performance crew welfare portfolio
CrewHotspot is a reliable, on-demand internet connection, enabling
your crew to connect to the world whenever and wherever they want.
As a fully separate network, CrewHotspot is secure, accessible and
always-on, managed 24/7 by RigNet technical support engineers.
TM

Connect With Flexibility
CrewHotspot is a self-service, easyaccess network connection dedicated
to contractors and crew. Competitive
payment options are offered through
several channels from PayPal, to
credit cards, to vouchers. The Hotspot
is a reliable, on-demand internet
connection, enabling your crew to
connect to the world when and where
they want, improving productivity and
workplace morale.
Connect With Independence
The Hotspot network is completely
separate from your corporate network,
providing crew with a private and
secure connection while they’re off-shift
with zero interference in a corporate
network. Network separation enables
greater control, stronger security, and
reduced risk to corporate data.
Connect With Efficiency
CrewHotspot is a fully managed
service provided directly to your crew
by RigNet. The Hotspot is pay-peruse, enabling you to share the cost of
providing bandwidth with your crew.
Fully supported by RigNet, the Hotspot
is your risk-free option for a personal
crew data network.

Flexible, Private, Secure
Connectivity

Improved User Experience
- Intuitive interface
- Private, secure connectivity

Network Separation
-P
 ersonal and corporate data usage
separated
- Distinct, fully-managed network

User Management
- Pay-per-use and fair usage policy
- Simplified connectivity

Content Filtering and Security
- Application filtering
- High-security performance
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Solution

Benefit

Crew and corporate networks
separation

Two dedicated systems remove potential security risks to corporate data

Guest access management

Private and secure internet access for visitors, contractors and crew enable operators to offer
access to crews without additional operating expenses

Fair usage

Control features enable management to guard fair usage of network connections at remote sites

Content filtering and security

Application (Layer 7) filtering limits the spread of viruses spread and security risks

Improved user experience

Robust security, privacy assurance, a user-friendly interface, and fair usage policies ensure a
better performing network

Cost neutral network

RigNet assumes the cost of provisioning standard Hotspot service to crews
Higher standards of connectivity can be purchased by crews or operators on a pay-per-use basis

Peace of mind

RigNet’s 24/7 technical support engineers ensure end-to-end project execution and always-on
support
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